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OH Dealer Kavanaugh’s
Office City Marks 60
Years of Service
Kavanaugh’s Office Outfitters first
opened for business in 1957 on the
campus of Wittenberg University in
Springfield, Ohio. Back then, the dealership sold office supplies along with
office furniture and had a retail store.
“It was a thriving retail location with
greeting cards, art supplies and unique
gifts,” recalls second generation owner Bob Kavanaugh, who worked in the store through high school and joined the
company full time after graduating from the University of Dayton.
The retail location expanded in those early years. “We were a Hallmark dealer
and also sold fine writing instruments,” says Bob. That model thrived for nearly
30 years until it was hit by the advent of the big box chains and growing supermarket sales of greeting cards and art supplies.
The dealership had moved into the machines business in the late ‘70s and that
was the direction it took as its retail store business declined, first selling Sharp
typewriters and copiers and then becoming an authorized Xerox dealer.
“In 2003, I moved away from machines and the emphasis has been on furniture
and supplies since then,” Bob says. Kavanaugh’s remains a reseller for Xerox as
well as an authorized HP reseller, but most of that business today is in supplies,
he reports.
In 2009, the dealership moved to a commercial building close to downtown
Springfield and while it still enjoys some walk-in business, it is nothing like it
once was. “We would have Valentine’s Day traffic of 300 customers a day,” says
Bob. Today’s business comes closer to 300 retail customers a year.
The current location boasts 18,000 square feet of space, which provides Bob
enough room to add a used furniture depot and still have plenty of space re-
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EDITORIAL
Something To Be Proud Of
For millions of people—in Texas, Louisiana, Florida, Puerto Rico and throughout the Caribbean—
last month was a nightmare, as a seemingly endless procession of vicious hurricanes and tropical
storms took over 200 lives and caused close to
$200 billion in damages.
It all started with Hurricane Harvey and that’s why
you’ll find a special report elsewhere in this issue
on its impact on dealers in the Houston area, which
suffered some of the worst damage.
While some dealers found themselves very much in
Harvey’s crosshairs and paid a heavy price, most of
the dealers we talked with reported their physical
facilities had been relatively unscathed, although
virtually everyone said they had lost significant
business days and told of heavy losses, in some
cases of just about everything, among employees
and/or customers.
They also recounted inspiring stories of help received and given in the days following the hurricane.
One dealer told of the 10-hour days he spent navigating treacherous flood waters to rescue neighbors from their rooftops. Others described special
fundraisers they organized to aid the recovery.
As we went to press with this month’s issue, reports
were coming in of similar efforts by dealers to raise
funds for Puerto Rico, where Hurricane Maria left
large parts of the island devastated and without the
basics of food, water and electricity. No doubt, we
will have coverage of their efforts in next month’s
issue.
We’ve written before of the commitment to giving
back that makes the Independent Dealer Community so special but the generosity dealers have
shown this month to people in need who are quite
literally thousands of miles away deserves special
recognition.
As one of the Houston-area dealers told us, “It’s
truly inspiring and comforting to be part of such a
great industry and community!” She’s so right. To
all who have given and who continue to give, thank
you.
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maining for a new furniture showroom and
an ample offering of office products.
Kavanaugh’s was an original member of
the National Office Buyers group (NOB),
embracing the group’s Office City brand
and changing the name of the dealership
to Kavanaugh’s Office City.
After NOB evolved into TriMega, he stayed
with the group and is an active member
today. “That membership has played an
integral part in our success,” says Bob.

continued from page 2
“It was amazing recognition for our business, and a testament to the excellent
work our team does each and every day,”
says Jeremy.
In Jeremy’s profile he described his passion as his customers. “I love the excitement of dealing directly with our customers, meeting new people, helping them in
a number of different ways and ultimately
winning them over as a partner in business,” he says.

Connecticut Dealer Makes
Local Up-and-Coming
Young Professionals List
Congratulations are in order for Jeremy
Bourret, CEO of Suburban, Inc. in Middletown, Connecticut, who was selected
earlier this year by his local business publication as one of its “40 Under 40” young
professionals.

Hats off to Best Office Solutions in
Waynesboro, Georgia, for earning “Best
Office Supplier” honors in a recent reader
poll conducted by its local newspaper.
Local recognition is not new for the dealership, says co-owner Sandi Shields. “We
earned the small business award from the
Chamber several years ago,” she reports.
Sandi and co-owner Robin Baxley take
nothing for granted though. “We just continue to strive to do everything we can to
serve our customers in an ever growing
and more challenging industry,” she says.

The sixtieth anniversary was actually in
February of this year but Bob delayed
any celebration until finishing work on a
new e-commerce platform. Kavanaugh’s
is now a beta-site for a new independent
dealer web store produced by OfficeZilla.
He is not a franchisee, but has launched
a website that the group has developed.
The new web presence went live in early August and has been well received by
customers, he reports.
Customers will received notification of
the anniversary through emails and carton stuffers. “There will be a message on
invoices and packing lists thanking them
for their support,” says Bob. He will also
place a promo code on the e-commerce
site that will offer a coffee gift card for
every time an order is placed for $60 or
more. The offer will run for the last quarter
of the year.

Georgia Dealer Best
Office Solutions Receives
Recognition as Best Office
Supplier.

He says a balanced life is one of the attributes that contributes to his success,
pointing to a strong commitment to community, education, friends, family, his
wife—he got married this past summer—
and the people he works with.
The business journal asked all “40 Under
40” honorees what they would do if they
were governor of Connecticut for a day. “I
would address healthcare,” he said. “Any
positive change we can make in healthcare would be just one more positive step
forward improving life in our state.”
He added that this recognition “will only
build on our reputation and further differentiate us in the market place.”
The two are always working to get the
“Best” name out in the Central Savanah
Region Area, the 20-county area served
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by Best Office Solutions. The dealership continually runs radio
commercials and have started to run television advertising as
well, and plans for search engine optimization efforts are also in
the works.

Stinson’s Anniversary Festivities
Benefit Nearly 100 Non-Profits
Back in August, we reported on Bakersfield, California-based
Stinson’s and its plans to celebrate the dealership’s 70th anniversary by making $1,000 contributions to 70 different nonprofit
organizations in the market it serves.
Response to the program was overwhelming, says owner and
president Ben Stinson, with more than 200 nonprofits applying
for grants. In response: the dealership upped the number of recipients from 70 to 95, each of whom received a $1,000 credit to
spend on anything in the dealership’s inventory.

Stinson’s president Ben Stinson presents one of the special donations that were given
to close to 100 local nonprofits in honor of his dealership’s 70th anniversary.

A special awards breakfast at the Stinson’s distribution center
drew about 250 local nonprofit representatives and friends of the
dealership to hear details of the awards, reports Russ Haley, vice
president.

continued on page 8 >>
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CA Dealer SupplyMates Presses Local City
Council to Open Bids for Office Supplies

might only be served by telemarketing. Product category experts
in promotion and janitorial also will be used to grow business in
those areas among Monkeytown accounts, he says.

If you’re doubting the continued appeal of a strong “Buy Local”
message, you might want to spend a few minutes with Karl Percell II, owner of SupplyMates in Pasadena, California.

John definitely believes that the larger dealership will be able to
add jobs in Vinton as that location will be maintained. “We will be
keeping the Monkeytown brand,” he says, “and it will become
part of the Story Kenworthy family of companies.” The addition
of Monkeytown means that Storey Kenworthy will now be a local
partner to businesses in 11 Iowa Communities.

Karl was at an August meeting of his local city council when discussion moved to a recommendation to renew for another year
the city’s $1.24 million office supplies contract with Office Depot.
Karl stood up and asked that his business be considered as a
supplier, telling the council his company could match the volume
and pricing of the Office Depot contract. Another local business
owner also made the same point.
In response, the council tabled the original motion and agreed,
as Mayor Terry Tornek put it, “to investigate the opportunity for
the city to buy local.”
Since then, the City of Pasadena has decided to decentralize
the procurement of office supplies for its various departments
and offices, opening up an opportunity for more local enterprises to serve as suppliers.

“The same Monkeytown people will provide their same high level
of service, but they will have much more to offer than ever before,” says Kurt. “I am confident the people of Monkeytown I’ve
enjoyed working with for many years are going to have better
jobs and more opportunities as a result of this transition.”

KY Dealers Hurst Office Suppliers,
Rees Office Products Join Forces

SupplyMates has already submitted bids for the business from
two Pasadena City departments, is working on others and plans
to submit bids for all 18 departments.

Two long-established independents in Kentucky, Hurst Office Suppliers in Lexington and Winchester-based Rees Office
Products, have merged to make Hurst one of the largest independently owned office supply and furniture dealerships in the
state. The combination represents Hurst’s second such deal,
having acquired Hassloch Office Supply in 2007.

In Iowa, Monkeytown Joins Storey
Kenworthy Office Products & Interiors

Both Hurst and Rees have long and distinguished histories as
family-owned and operated companies. Ollie Hurst opened what
was then called Hurst and Byars Printing Co. in 1923 and William
and Marjorie Rees started Rees Printing in 1946.

Storey Kenworthy Office Products and Interiors in Des Moines
recently announced that Vinton, Iowa-based Monkeytown has
joined the Storey Kenworthy family of companies.
“This combination gives us an expanded presence but more importantly, we are super excited because both Monkeytown owner Kurt Karr and I see a strong cultural fit and alignment between
the two companies,” says Storey Kenworthy president John
Kenworthy.
“Storey Kenworthy historically has been focused more on larger
to medium-sized business,” says John. “Monkeytown operates
without salespeople and uses push marketing as the primary
means of growth and communication to small to medium-sized
business.”
It will take some time to fully merge the two organization but
John hopes to have a clear plan in place by the beginning of next
year. Some accounts likely will shift between the organizations;
businesses without a salesperson might gain one and others
OCTOBER 2017

Hope Hurst Lanham. CEO of Hurst, and Marjorie Rees Beach,
president and CEO of Rees, agree that the branding of family owned businesses builds trust and confidence both among
customers and employees. With the merger, Hurst’s service
area now extends to clients in central, northern and south central Kentucky as well as eastern Kentucky. Headquarters for the
dealership will remain in Lexington.
“With the integration of Rees and their customer base, Hurst will
provide products and services to more than 40% of the counties
in Kentucky,” says Steve H. Snowden, Hurst chief operating officer. He says he expects the deal to bring a 12% boost to sales,
with growth coming in at above average gross margins.
Rick Beach, the vice president of Rees and Marjorie’s husband,
will remain with Hurst and continue to service his existing customer base.
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New Orleans Expansion for
MS Dealer Workspace Solutions

of the city and decided to make their home in New Orleans.

Jackson, MS-based Workspace Solutions recently opened a
new Steelcase showroom in New Orleans. The work-life center,
located in the city’s warehouse district, incorporates a mix of
modern office design coupled with the classic architecture that
defines New Orleans.
More than 100 guests, including local architects and designers,
attended an open house to introduce the newly renovated facility
and enjoyed some of the city’s fine dining, along with music and
poetry from local performers.
Further highlighting the local theme: artwork by city artists featured prominently throughout the showroom.
The space itself boasts a large open design to promote productivity, collaboration and creativity. Megan Zimmerman, designer, says her inspiration was drawn from the color pallet for the
company’s logo. “I chose bright colors and textured fabrics to
showcase the possibilities and energize the space,” she says.
Paul Maczka, owner and CEO, says he expanded his reach to
New Orleans after he and his wife fell in love with the rich culture
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“Our mission is to operate as a high-performance company that
attracts customers and exceeds their expectations by providing
enriching, fulfilling and rewarding environments for them and for
our employees,” says Paul.

PA Dealer Interior Workplace Solutions
Acquires Creative Business Interiors
Allentown, Pennsylvania-based Interior Workplace Solutions
- IWS has acquired Creative Business Interiors (CBI) in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania. IWS president Gary Clewell made the
announcement earlier this month.
CBI president Dave Davis and seven members of his team in
Wilkes Barre will be joining the IWS organization as a division of
IWS and will continue to operate a showroom and distribution
facility under the CBI name.
IWS already operates facilities in Allentown and Reading,
Pennsylvania and the addition of CBI will expand its coverage of
Central and Northeast Pennsylvania, Clewell indicated.
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“We are delighted to welcome Dave Davis and his team at CBI
to the IWS family,” said Clewell. “Both organizations represent
Steelcase in our respective markets and we share a common
culture and commitment to innovation, service excellence and
superior execution. Joining forces will allow us to leverage our
collective resources, expertise and experience to deliver even
greater value to the customers we now share.”

Omaha Dealer Pay-LESS Office Products
Helps Local Children with Backpacks
Working with the local Salvation Army, Pay-LESS Office Products
recently provided close to 150 backpacks loaded with supplies
for school children in Northern Omaha to start the school year.
The dealership matched customers’ cash donations to purchase backpacks filled with supplies that were given to children
in need. Several suppliers, including GOJO and Kimberly-Clark,
also donated items for the backpacks, reports Pay-LESS vice
president Keith Powell.
“We have conducted food drives and clothing drives with the
Salvation Army for 30 years and have been doing the backpack
program for the past four years,” says Keith.

“It is a win-win for everybody,” says Keith. “We get a little recognition, customers gets recognition and most importantly the kids
get backpacks.”

continued on page 13 >>
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New York Dealer Joins
Buffalo Bills Player to Help Youth in Need
When the Buffalo Bills football team reached out recently to Eaton Office Supply, Amherst, New York, there was no question
that the dealer would help. Eaton works closely with the Bills as
its official office products supplier, furniture supplier and paper
supplier and the two organizations regularly work together on
charitable activities.

for seniors served by a local non-profit he and some of his team
joined the effort to get them up to speed on the units. They were
shown how to use email, browse the web, do online shopping
and take photographs and video.

This time, Micah Hyde, the new Bills safety, was looking to give
back to the community through his Imagine for Youth charitable
foundation. As a new addition to the Bills this year, Micah was
unfamiliar with the area and possible resources so the team put
him in touch with the dealership.
“The Foundation provided the backpacks, and we provided all
the school supplies,” reports Mike Jaszka, marketing coordinator for Eaton. “We packed backpacks and brought them to the
Northwest Buffalo Community Center.”

“One of the seniors I worked with had never had an email account,” reports Sean. “I set him up with a gmail account and he
emailed one of his grandkids. The thing they were most excited
about was taking photos.”
Sean says he hopes the seniors will use the skills they learned
but that it was the volunteers who got the most out of the experience. “It is always such a heartwarming, motivating and compelling experience for the person who does it,” he adds. “It always
leaves people wanting more.”

AZ Dealer OPACS Helps
Homeless Survive Summer’s Heat
The effort not only provided a fun event for the kids attending,
with football drills and pizza on the agenda. It also helped some
150 of them get the new school year off to a much more positive
start than they might have otherwise expected.

CA Dealer Give Something
Back Helps Seniors to Use iPads
Seniors in the Oakland, California area are finding it easier to
move into the digital age thanks to a joint effort of their local Rotary Club and the Give Something Back independent dealership.
Give Something Back co-owner Sean Marx currently serves as
rotary president and when the club purchased a number of iPads
OCTOBER 2017

In Arizona, summer temperatures can hit dangerous highs for
those in need. In response Scottsdale-based Office Products &
Computer Supplies (OPACS) partnered with the Phoenix Rescue
Mission on its Code Red Summer Heat Relief effort to get water
to the homeless community.
OPACs first got involved with Code Red two years ago. “The
Rescue Mission is a customer and we try to do something with
a number of the nonprofits we work with to support them,” says
Travis Kimmel, president.
For the water drive, OPACS asked customers to add specially priced cases to their regular orders and donated 100 cases
themselves.
In the event, the dealership ended up writing a check equivalent to the number of cases sold, which, says Travis, the Rescue
Mission appreciated even more. “It turned out they had plenty
of water this year but needed additional resources to be able to
distribute it to the homeless people they serve,” he explains.
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SECRETS of success
Schwegmans
Office Supplies
BATESVILLE, ARKANSAS
Robin (left) and Terry King of Schwegmans

nM
 anagement Team: Terry King, president; Robin King, vice president.
n P roducts and Services. Full service office products, furniture, Sharp
copiers, Jan/San
n F ounded: 1954
n E mployees: 24
n Annual Sales: $5 million
n K ey Business Partners: Essendant, Independent Stationers, Sharp
Imaging and Information Company of America.
n Web: www.schweg.com

The promise that janitorial products would be an easy add-on
category never really came to pass. “The wholesalers told us
your trucks are going out any way, just fill them up,” says Robin
King, vice-president of Schwegmans Office Supplies in Batesville, AR.
In practice, however, developing a new category is never as easy
as it seems and after several years with mixed results, Schwegmans finally hit on a approach that is working. “We hired a JanSan specialist more than a year ago, and that investment has
started to pay off,” says King.
The success of the specialist, who came from the food industry,
combined with the acquisition of a third location in Jonesboro,
Arkansas, has led to a solid increase in volume. “Our specialist
has worked on special projects with all three of our locations and
that has really helped our growth,” she reports.
The specialist’s impact has been especially noticeable with the
dealership’s school business. During the summer of 2016, Schwegmans submitted numerous school bids but with little success.
What a difference a year made, though! “The specialist was out
every day looking for opportunities and new business,” says
King. Bids were worked on and submitted again, and that paid
off. “We sent out truckloads of paper goods and cleaning supplies. Volume has grown in all three locations,” she adds. “They
are all up 10-15% over last year.”
An inside/outside sales approach also contributed to sales success at Schwegman. Because the dealership covers a predominately rural territory, almost 100 miles out in every direction, outside salespeople would typically spend more time traveling than
selling.
In response, the dealership pulled in all of its reps some twenty
years ago and telemarketing became the go-to model. Things
OCTOBER 2017

stayed that way until recently, when the rise of internet sales demanded a return to face-to-face sales to keep competitive.
“Inside-only sales was a really good model and profitable until
the internet became so popular,” explains King. “That made it
necessary for us to differentiate who we were compared to Quill,
Staples and Amazon.”
The change had been brewing for several years but really took
hold about the same time the Jonesboro location came onboard.
Now, the two salespeople in Batesville split their time between
inside and outside sales. In West Plaines, Missouri, one salesperson is outside full time and the other splits time between inside
and outside sales.
In Jonesboro, a much larger market than the other two locations, two salespeople are out all the time, and two more staff
the phones. With this approach, customers see a Schwegman
salesperson at least once or twice a month. “They still use the
internet but they know who we are and know that we are more
than just a web presence,” says King.
All three locations share the same web presence but activity differs from one location to another. About 50% of the business
in Jonesboro is web-based, which is due, King suggests, to a
higher percentage of Millennials in the customer base. West
Plaines does about 25% of its business online, while Batesville
is only about 15%. “They use the web, they just don’t order on
the web,” she says. And, she adds, that’s not necessarily a bad
thing.
“We have branded ourselves as the local person they can talk to
so we don’t want to force them to order online,” says King, “A
lot of Schwegman’s success in its smaller markets comes from
being recognized in the community. Your name is on the uniform
of the little league team and that kind of reminder still matters in
these towns of 15,000.”
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A SPECIAL REPORT

The Worst of Hurricane Harvey
Brings Out The Best in Dealer
Responses
The numbers alone are staggering. In
just six days, Hurricane Harvey dumped
some 27 trillion gallons of rain on Texas
and Louisiana, enough to fill the Houston
Astrodome 85,000 times! It flooded over
135,000 structures alone in Harris County, home of Houston, about 10% of the
structures on record there. It killed at least
47 people, prompted the rescue of more
than 72,000 and caused an estimated $75
billion in damages.

With some notable exceptions, Harvey’s
impact on the dealer community could
have been a whole lot worse, though.
Virtually everyone we talked to reported
either they or their employees suffered
personal losses—usually flooded homes
and/or lost cars—but beyond the loss of
up to three weeks’ worth of sales, most
said they suffered relatively minor physical damage to their businesses.
And once the storm had passed and re-

covery efforts began, area dealers and
many others nationwide embraced the
Texas Strong movement with passion,
reaching out to their neighbors in need
with remarkable generosity regardless of
their own post-Harvey challenges.
On the following pages, we report on how
Houston’s storm of the century impacted
dealers in the area and how they—and
others sometimes literally over a thousand miles away—responded.

continued on page 17 >>
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the worst and the best...

GONZALEZ SOLUTIONS FOR BUSINESS, AUSTIN, TX,
WITH A BRANCH LOCATION IN ROCKPORT, TX
Pam Gonzalez, Vice President, reports: When we heard Hurricane Harvey was coming, most of us prepared the way we usually did: “Get ready as best you can and then wait.” For the people
of Rockport, Texas, though, this time was very different, as our

continued from page 16

beautiful waterfront community took a direct hit with sustained
winds of over 165 miles per hour.
The storm hit August 25 and despite the mandatory evacuation,
my husband Wayne and I were back just two days later. Some of
our largest customers are local schools and city and county government offices and this was when they needed us most.

continued on page 18 >>
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the worst and the best...
We returned to Rockport to find a scene of total and complete
devastation. The silence was deafening. There was no electricity, no water, no cell phone service, no birds, no people. Many
houses were just gone and those left standing were few and far
between.
Even before our trip back, words of encouragement and best
wishes started to pour in from our fellow independents and business partners. TriMega’s Grady Taylor, although in considerable
danger himself, was one of the first to reach out and we also
heard in those early days from EPIC Business Essentials’ Nita
Turpin. It was comforting for us to know that our dealer family
was pulling for us and our team.

continued from page 17

Regency’s Eric Beguelin and Pete Redondo have walked beside
us like family during this ordeal. They are the real deal and one of
our biggest blessings through this terrible tragedy.
They say it takes a village and it certainly does. Our first call
wholesaler, SP Richards, began working on held orders even
before the mandatory evacuation was lifted and Paul Slowey,
manager of SPR’s Schertz distribution center, rearranged their
delivery schedule to get us product within the parameters of the
Rockport curfew. Without them, we would not have been able to
support our ground zero community at a most critical time.

We also received daily check-ins from Manning’s Office Solutions
in Beaumont, little knowing that Harvey’s toll on them would be
as dire as ours in just a matter of days.

Our list of gifts goes on and on. Schools in Rockport and Fulton
are closed until further notice and so many kids who lost everything are attending schools in nearby cities. Clients and vendors
alike have stepped up with donations. Thank you to Domtar for
generously supplying copy paper, a desperate need!

We and Manning’s are members of Regency Franchise Group
and only five days after Harvey hit, I learned Regency had
opened a GoFundMe appeal to help us out. That effort raised
nearly $5,000 but it meant even more to know just how much
people truly cared.

I speak for all of us affected by Harvey when I say we may be
bent but we are not broken. Our thanks go to our fellow dealers,
our franchise family, our vendors, our buying group and the entire
independent community. While the road to recovery will be long
and arduous, we are truly blessed!

continued on page 19 >>
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MANNING’S OFFICE SOLUTIONS, BEAUMONT, TX
Vice President Gale Daigle reports: We closed early August 25
when we knew Harvey was coming but we never expected to be
hit as badly as we were. As it turned out, the families of all but
two of our employees ended up being evacuated and our president Corinne Creason’s house literally floated off its foundation
and she lost everything in it.
We were closed for just over a week and when we did come back,
we were very short staffed because so many roads and bridges
were impassable and our people just couldn’t get through.
In the days right after the storm, nobody was really thinking
much about doing business. We sent our employees who had
been able to come back out to people’s homes to help them pull
sheetrock and begin to recover.
We also worked closely with the local United Way to make an
even bigger impact on our community. We were able to help
OCTOBER 2017
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facilitate and deliver over $16,000 worth of school and teacher
supplies to help over 1,000 students and more than 80 teachers
at three different school districts in our area.
In addition, we added a link to our website for people to donate
money directly to teachers and school districts that were devastated by Harvey.
It’s only now, over a month after the storm, that business is starting to get busy. Our furniture installers are booked pretty much
until December and we really haven’t even started to scratch the
surface of what’s needed.
It’s been a surreal nightmare but even in the worst of it, there are
some inspiring stories. It’s truly an amazing feeling when people
you don’t even know just show up to help you out. I know we’ll
eventually come out stronger because of all this but it certainly
makes you look at things very differently.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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GATEWAY PRINTING & OFFICE SUPPLY, EDINBURG,
TX, WITH ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS IN BROWNSVILLE,
CORPUS CHRISTI, HOUSTON AND SAN ANTONIO
From Sr. Vice President Butch Shook: We were fortunate that our
locations in Houston and Corpus Christi survived the storm with
very little damage. All our employees there were safe except for
one who lost his home and most of his personal belongings to
the flooding. It was a very different story elsewhere, though.
Harvey made landfall with winds near 130 mph about 25 miles
north of Corpus Christi in the small towns of Port Aransas
(Port A) and Rockport, Texas. Those towns took a direct hit with
the highest winds of the storm and were totally demolished.
What I saw in Port A after the storm has changed me forever. As
we drove into a town that I have visited hundreds of times and
saw the destruction from the storm, I had chills that wouldn’t
stop coursing through me. It was completely unrecognizable.
At a place called Camp David, a local resident had set up his
OCTOBER 2017
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BBQ pit in an old baseball field a day after the storm and was
cooking hot dogs or whatever he could gather to feed the residents who otherwise had nothing.
Over the next week, word spread and his effort grew to the point
where it was feeding 2,000 residents, workers, law enforcement,
etc. daily. Thanks to dozens of volunteers, community workers
and businesses who continually donated food, water, generators, refrigerators and more, this camp served hot meals morning, noon and night for weeks after the storm.
Seeing people putting their own personal problems aside to help
strangers in dire need has been one of the most amazing things
I have seen in my life. I’m sure some of you have heard of the
Texas Spirit on the news up and down the Gulf Coast with the
volunteering and support and I’m here to say that yes…Texans
have spirit but I believe it is more like the human spirit in general!
Thank you to everyone that prayed, volunteered and donated to
help the thousands of humans that were affected by this tragic
event.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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MCCOY ROCKFORD, HOUSTON
Kansas Sartin, Executive Vice President
- Architectural Solutions, reports: I spent
two full days—9-10 hours—out on the water in my skiff helping neighbors who had
been stranded get to safety. We also had
other McCoy Rockford team members
serving at shelters and helping homeowners pull out carpet and sheetrock.
I literally launched the boat from my driveway. The current was really hard to navigate and I had to learn quickly how to get
across the tops of chain link fences and
over fire hydrants.
Our dealership was relatively unharmed,
though we had a number of employees
who lost everything. I’m going to need a
new roof for my own house but it could
OCTOBER 2017
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have been a lot worse. Right now, I’m
looking forward to getting back to using
my boat for fly fishing again!

BUTLER BUSINESS PRODUCTS,
HOUSTON
From Stacy Duke, owner: We were fortunate that none of our employees’ homes
were flooded. Mr. Ray Butler, our founder,
had a foot of water in his house and had
to be hospitalized with an infection. Fortunately, he is better now.
We did get water in part of our building as
well. The reception area and my own office,
which I had redone last December, was
saturated and the furniture and carpeting
was ruined and will have to be replaced but
INDEPENDENT DEALER

it could have been much worse.
We have always believed in giving back
and in the days right after the hurricane,
we put a fundraiser in place by which we
gave $10 to our local school district for
every $100 order placed.
We ended up donating over $7,500, including two major contributions from
Granite Office in Salt Lake City and Executive Office Supply in Laredo, two TriMega dealers who contacted us to see how
we were doing and who just wanted to
help! I’ve really been blown away by the
way industry people across the country
have reached out.
It’s going to be awhile before things are
back to normal in Houston but it’s truly in-

continued on page 22 >>
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spiring and comforting to be part of such
a great industry and community!”

LIBERTY OFFICE PRODUCTS,
HOUSTON
President Sam Young reports: All things
considered, we were pretty fortunate
apart from one of our employees who experienced severe flooding at home and
lost two cars.
Others in the community were not so fortunate, of course, and two of our employees
took out boats to help rescue neighbors
who were stranded. As a company we also
gave out some cash donations to customers to help them regroup after the storm
and donated a pallet of cleaning supplies
to a local school to help with the cleanup.
While business obviously took a hit, we did
gain one new customer after getting a call
from one of the FEMA offices in the area
that had been waiting on some HP supplies they had ordered from a local big box
that had failed to show up.
We got the call at 9:00 a.m. and by 2:00
p.m., the order was ready for delivery. I
made the delivery myself because nobody else could get to the office and what
would normally have been a one-hour
drive ended up taking four hours with all
the flooded roads and detours.
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If nothing else, it gave us something to
smile about: The emergency management
folks had an emergency supplies problem
themselves and they needed an independent dealer to solve it for them!

DANIEL OFFICE PRODUCTS,
THE WOODLANDS
(a suburb 30 miles north of Houston)
From President Bob Daniel: We are on relatively high ground and were very fortunate
that our office received no damage and no
flooding. Personally, our team fared well
with their personal homes and autos.
We did donate many cases of cups, toiletries and water to a center collecting the
donations. Our general manager, Lou Ann
Tiger, was involved in her development
helping her neighbors who had gotten
water in their homes.
Every part of metropolitan Houston sustained some form of flooding, some areas
worse than others. Many businesses will
never open again and many homes will
not be rebuilt…It’s going to take years for
the area to recover.

CITY OFFICE SUPPLY, HOUSTON
President and general manager Mike McCain reports: Me and my sister Colleen

INDEPENDENT DEALER

Gingrich, who is also our VP and CFO,
were blessed both personally and with our
business. We were closed for two days
and had one driver who got some water in
his house but they’re taking care of it.
Everyone here knows someone that was
affected personally and we’ve been helping them when we can…sheetrock cutting, insulation removal, spraying bleach,
moving furniture, etc. We’ve also been offering some additional discounts for flood
replacement items and donated some
monies to the Red Cross, etc.
The best thing I’ve seen out of all this is
how our area has come together to help
each other. Also, we truly appreciate all
the support from folks all over the country. We’ve been through this kind of thing
before with Ike, Allison and many others
and we’ll come out of this one as well!

ARKANSAS OFFICE PRODUCTS,
JACKSONVILLE, AR
(a suburb of Little Rock - Distance from
Houston: 450 miles)
President Steven Pawloski reports: We
were thrilled to be able to offer our new
11,000 square-foot warehouse (pictured
below) as a drop off point for donated

continued on page 23 >>
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items as part of a relief effort organized by
the local newspaper.
“We took items from customers and anyone that wanted to drop them off. We
even sold water, toilet paper and paper
towels at our cost so donors could buy
more. We took in bottled water, diapers,
food, toilet paper, paper towels, sanitizer
lotion, soap, etc. In just five days, we ended up with four pallets of supplies that the
newspaper drove down to Houston!

GARVEY’S OFFICE PRODUCTS,
NILES, IL
(Distance from Houston: 1,100 miles
From President Bernie Garvey: One of
our customers put together a caravan of
trucks to help bring supplies to relief orgaOCTOBER 2017
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nizations in the Houston area and we provided several pallets of bottled water and
12 dozen pairs of work gloves that could
be used for demolition work. We had all
followed the news reports of the storm
and its destruction and when we heard of
our customer’s efforts, we wanted to help.
It was that simple.

MILLINGTON LOCKWOOD
BUSINESS INTERIORS, BUFFALO,
NY
(Distance from Houston: 1,500 miles)
Interior designer Megan Sitarek reports:
We dedicated our monthly team lunch in
September to help raise funds for victims
of the hurricane.We held a bake sale that
sold out in 20 minutes, a silent auction feaINDEPENDENT DEALER

turing gift baskets made by employees and
a $5-a-plate lunch.
Our initial goal was $500 but we ended
up raising over $900 which went to a fellow Herman Miller dealer in the Houston
market, some of whose employees had
homes that were flooded by the storm.

RICHTER DRAFTING & OFFICE
SUPPLY, SOUDERTON, PA
(Distance from Houston: 1,600 miles)
President Al Richter reports: When we
saw all the devastation caused by the
hurricane, we felt as a company that we
needed to help those affected. We decided to donate 5% of one day’s sales to two
nonprofits that we knew would do good

continued on page 24 >>
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work and spend the money directly on the
relief effort.
We had a great sales day and were able
to donate $1,500 to our chosen causes.
Sometimes in life, it’s not all about business. We got great feedback from our
amazing customers and everyone felt really good about having ownership in the
project and helping those in need!

OCTOBER 2017
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GUERNSEY, INC., DULLES, VA

plies for those affected by the hurricane.

(Distance from Houston: 1,400 miles)

After about a week and half we had four
boxes full of donations at our headquarters
and our branches sent in additional items.
Items ranged from diapers, wipes and
baby formula to cleaning supplies, canned
goods, suitcases, backpacks and more.

President and CEO David Guernsey reports: Contract accounts program manager Elsa Xhaferi Pali presented the idea
at one of our managers’ meetings that we
hold a YouGiveGoods Drive among our
employees to collect much needed sup-
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If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

IS and TriMega Celebrate Independents’ Success at EPIC 2017
Independent Stationers and TriMega
joined forces once again last month to
host EPIC 2017, the two groups’ fifth annual dealer extravaganza. Held at the luxurious Bellagio Hotel and Casino in Las
Vegas, the event attracted representatives
from over 375 dealerships and total attendance of close to 1,400 with a program
rich in education and networking opportunities and an expo featuring the latest and
greatest from nearly 150 exhibitors.

This year’s event had a special dimension
thanks to a new partnership with ISSA,
the leading trade association for the
cleaning industry worldwide, by which
EPIC and the 2017 ISSA/INTERCLEAN
expo were co-located in Las Vegas.
More than 55% of EPIC attendees registered to stay after the event and attend
the ISSA show. ISSA attendance was free
for all EPIC 2017 attendees and included

a special orientation and show tour.
While organizers indicated the two events
will be going their separate ways next year
due to scheduling and logistics issues,
they said they are working hard to bring a
return to a combined effort for 2018.
Mike Maggio, president of TriMega, and
Mike Gentile, president of Independent
Stationers, welcomed attendees to EPIC
2017 with a message that stressed the
need to embrace ongoing industry education in order to respond effectively to
continuing and dramatic industry change.
Not surprisingly, much of the attention
at the event focused on the rise of Amazon and the challenges its growing
presence in the office market presents
for independents.
In a session that drew one of the largest
turnouts of any of the educational forums,
OPI’s Steve Hilleard presented results
from a survey of Amazon Business users
conducted earlier this year by OPI and the

Executives from the HON Company, EPIC’s 2017 Partner of the Year award winner, flanked by TriMega’s Michael
Morris (left) and IS’s Charles Forman (right).
OCTOBER 2017
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The third annual EPIC Hike for Hope raised over $10,000 for City of Hope while participants enjoyed the spectacular scenery of Nevada’s Valley of Fire National Park.

Martin Wilde Associates research firm.
The survey polled some 400 business
customers in the U.S. who had bought
any type of business supplies from Amazon Business in a 12-month period.
Among the findings:
• Only 24% of Amazon Business
customers had never used Amazon
before to source business supplies.

23% of customers’ total business
supplies purchases in 2016 and
appears set to rise significantly in
the next two years.
• As many as 22% of respondents
could think of no disadvantages
to buying business supplies from
Amazon Business.

• Amazon Business accounted for

OCTOBER 2017

According to the survey, less than 5% of
Amazon Business customers came from
the independent dealer channel, suggesting many customers had moved to Amazon Business from big box suppliers.
In a panel discussion held as part of the
session, dealers discussed the ins and
outs of competing with Amazon.

continued on page 28 >>
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Storey Kenworthy’s Ryan Boyington highlighted some of the points his dealership
makes to customers about supplies sold
by Amazon. Boynton’s message to customers in part:
“Of the 40 items we researched, only one
of those 40 was sold directly by Amazon,
the remaining 39 were sold by the marketplace, third-party resellers that sell
through Amazon. Delivery times were up
to three weeks and incurred up to $11.79
in freight charges. Three of the products
had a $25 minimum order requirement to
get the price that was listed. For over 80
percent of the resellers there was no sales
tax collected which is a legal liability for
accounting departments.”

dent dealer services can improve their
operations, she suggested.

pany that has just started to deliver fresh
fruit to those customers.

George Wood of Greenwood Office Outfitters said he regularly compares pricing from online sellers with the contract
pricing he offers his top customers and
stresses how his team will work with
those customers to monitor their spend
and generate maximum value.

Equally innovative, Legacy Office Solutions’ Jordan Kudler talked about his
dealership’s Right Track program. Under
the program, every time a customer places an order it is tracked by a customer
service specialist to ensure that money is
well spent.

Other sessions in the “By Dealers for
Dealers” part of the program covered a
wide array of topics including sales and
sales management, selling specific categories such as furniture and JanSan, marketing tips and selling in the public sector.
Some highlights included:

In “Marketing Tips & Trends to Engage
Your Customers,” OEC’s Gerri Kennedy
talked about the importance of social media to build customer engagement. “If you
are not personally involved in social media
that is your first mistake,” she said.

In “Best of the Best Dealer Best Practices,” John Givens of Source Office and
Technology, presented “Fruit Revival,”
a new offering which was developed
to meet customer demand for healthier
snacks. Givens has partnered with a com-

Panelist Susan Mintmire of OfficeZilla
urged dealers to take the time to understand the business structure of their top
50 accounts. Once dealers understand
that structure they can give customers a
business presentation on how indepen-

Liz Fernandez with Twist agreed on the
importance of social media and encouraged dealers to commit to constantly
updating their websites. “We change our
landing page monthly; if something is up
longer than that people are not going to

continued on page 30 >>
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Productivity Tips to Get It Done
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Nearly everyone struggles with keeping up with everyday
demands. Learn to reduce stress and distraction and be more
proactive, purposeful, and productive with your time.
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Productivity Strategist
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notice it,” she said. Bill Zimmerman of
Office Outfitters said he always tries to
feature customers in his Facebook posts.
He said he has started to pay Facebook
to promote his posts, and that views and
click-throughs have noticeably increased.
The second morning of EPIC 2017 featured a panel of dealers who were winning
in their local markets. Participants talked
about the efforts that were helping them
succeed:
Sandy Grodin of El Paso Office Products,
discussed how we was able to stop Amazon from becoming the dealer of choice
for one of his market’s large school districts by focusing on building strong customer relationships.”I cannot emphasize
enough you need to gather information on
Amazon’s business practices and engage
with your public sector customers,” Grodin urged.
Keith Powell of Pay-LESS Office Products

continued from page 28
explained how his dealership has been
able to increase JanSan sales with the
help of two sales specialists in his Omaha
market. “Specialists worked with salespeople on a daily basis,” he said. They are
calling on customers to explain the PayLESS process and show them how consolidation of vendors makes sense.
Panelist Norman White of Workplace Central explained how his dealership has used
a vendor relations manager to help make
the transition from stockless to stocking.
“The vendor relations manager does the
purchasing and he also builds our email
campaigns and flyers,” said White. He
spends a lot of time on first in search and
makes certain the items that come up are
the ones the dealership wants to sell.
Give Something Back’s Sean Marx talked
about how his dealership’s commitment
to supporting worthy local causes has
helped it grow. “The benefits have been
huge,” he said, and include both generat-

ing fierce loyalty from customers and attracting quality employees who otherwise
might not have entered the industry. The
third benefit, says Marx: “Our business
resonates in a huge way with Millennials.”
Also at the meeting, the EPIC Partner of
the Year Award was presented to The
HON Company. The award recognizes a
supplier that works to help dealers grow
and win market share, earns the trust of
the channel by exhibiting fairness and
integrity in all its actions and brings big
ideas and opportunities for independents.
HON was also cited for exceptional field
support, the creative marketing tools it
supplies and the quality of the customer
service it provides.
EPIC 2018 will be held October 15-17 in
New Orleans.
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IS and TriMega Recognize Outstanding Member Support
At the recent EPIC 2017 convention in Las Vegas, Independent
Stationers announced the winners of its annual member sales awards.
2016 Awards were given in several top performing categories:
RDC Sales:

Facilities & Breakroom Sales:

• Highest Dollar Increase:
Louisiana Office Products

• Highest Dollar Increase:
Sayes Office Supply

• Highest % Increase:
The Office Shop

• Highest % Increase: A&W
Supply

• New Member, Highest Dollar
Increase:
Court Street Office Supplies
Direct Furniture Sales:
• Highest Dollar Increase:
Tallgrass Business
Resources

Additionally, the third annual “Driven to
Success” award was given out in memory
of Bob Nimmo, who prior to his death in
early 2015 served as member relations
representative for IS. This year’s winner was
South Plainfield, New Jersey-based CMF
Business Supplies.
TriMega’s growth awards included:
•G
 reatest Direct Dollar Growth:
Office Products Nationwide
•G
 reatest Direct % Growth:
Jacobs Gardner Supply Co.

Total Direct Sales:
• Highest Dollar Increase:
EVOS Office Products

•G
 reatest Total (Direct & Wholesale) Dollar
Growth: Office Pro

• Highest % Increase:
Layton Office Supply

•G
 reatest Total (Direct & Wholesale) %
Growth: Specialized Office Systems

• Highest Percentage
Increase: Williams Office
Environments
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BSA Forum Focuses on Improved Dealer Content and Greater Channel Collaboration
their commitment to keeping the independent dealer channel relevant, competitive
and profitable.
Collaboration was very much the watchword for the meeting and Lane suggested that everyone in attendance would
be working on multiple levels to explore
new opportunities to strengthen the IDC
through cooperative efforts.
Brian Tietje, global client director for
LinkedIn, kicked off the first day’s program with a discussion of how to maximize the effectiveness of LinkedIn using
only free features of the social medium.

2017 Leadership Award honoree Jim O’Brien and his
wife Kelly, who made the presentation.

“Content is the new currency of the internet,” said Tietje, “and everyone today tries
to leverage social media because they
see how much value they can get from it.”
The amount of attention, engagement and
attraction available for free today through
social media would be worth millions in
2005 dollars, he added.
Also on the first day, Ron Zuzovsky of the
ReSource Group independent rep firm
moderated a panel on “the Dealer Sales
Rep Dilemma.”
Zuzovsky cited Forrester research indicating B2B buyers want skilled sales consultants, not order takers. “They want to deal
with people who know their business as
well as their own,” he said.

Lifetime Achievement Award honoree Jimmy Godwin
(center) with David Fasbender, Legend of the Industry
Award honoree (left) and BSA president Barry Lane
(right).

Manufacturer, wholesaler and independent
rep members of the Business Solutions
Association (BSA) met in Austin, Texas last
month for the group’s 2017 Forum.
Barry Lane, vice-president of commercial
sales at Avery Products Corporation and
the association’s current president, welcomed attendees and thanked them for
OCTOBER 2017

Jeff Chase, sales manager with Officewise, referred to his dealership’s sales
program of AKG—add, keep, grow. “We
train salespeople to go deeper with their
accounts and not stop at one level of content, especially with larger customers,”
said Chase.
Michael Brown, key account manager with
Essendant, discussed the need for dealers to take a more active role in website
management. In addition, he said, they
need to understand the impact product
rankings have on website search results
and which products end up in customers’
shopping carts.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Day two of the BSA conference started
with Mike Gentile of Independent Stationers and Mike Maggio of TriMega hosting
the “Mike and Mike Show.” One topic of
high interest during their session was EPIcontent, a joint venture of the two groups
aimed at expanding the selection of dealer-specific digital content.
“Certainly e-commerce and what happens on the web is going to dictate a lot
of our futures,” said Maggio.
“With EPIcontent we are trying to get
non-wholesaler-supported content onto
dealers’ websites,” explained Gentile.
“Today, that is what Staples, Depot and
Amazon do. Why shouldn’t dealers have
more content and more stuff to sell?” he
asked.
Following Gentile and Maggio, 3M’s Vonnie Provinzino moderated a panel on
“Progressive Dealer Marketing. Provinzino spoke on how manufacturers need to
continue to deliver improved marketing
tools and programs to the independent
dealer channel.
Bonnie Johnson of Perry Office Plus described how its blog posts help position
the dealership as an expert in its market
place. Examples included “How to Clean
and Maintain Your Office Chair” and “How
to Make a Great Breakroom.”
Also on the panel, George Wood with
Greenwood Office Outfitters discussed
how he has hired digital professionals to
manage the search functionality on his
website.
“The first seven of the top 10 search terms
on my website are the manufacturers that
I want,” said Wood.
Also on the second day, Harbinger International’s Michael Rowsey offered an
overview of the current state of office
products distribution. In a talk appropriately titled, “It’s Complicated,” Rowsey
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updated the audience on the latest efforts
of Amazon Business to carve out market
share among enterprise accounts.
He said Amazon Business currently has
100 sales reps in the field and is targeting
health care and public sector entities at
the upper end of the market.
“The approach has been, ‘Your organization is already spending $1 million with
Amazon; why not buy all categories on
one invoice?’” said Ramsey.
Amazon has seen success with Amazon
Business but still has some disadvantages, Rowsey said. They have yet to figure
out the last mile of delivery, they have no
relationship with customers and they are
inflexible, he contended.
All of these weaknesses can be exploited by independents but they will need to
improve their online content and articulate their own strengths more effectively,
Rowsey suggested.
During the Forum, BSA recognized several outstanding OP professionals for their
contributions to the association and to the
industry at large. They included:
• Jimmy Godwin, founder and CEO
of FSI office, Charlotte, North
Carolina—Lifetime Achievement
Award
• David Fasbender, former senior
vice president/sales marketing
for Smead Manufacturing—2017
Legend of the Industry Award
• Jim O’Brien, executive vice
president, operations for S.P.
Richards Co.—2017 Leadership
Award
Next year’s BSA Forum will take place
September 5-6 at a location yet to be
named.
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L to R: National Business Products Council chair Scott Light, dinner chair Rick Toppin, Spirit of Life honoree Steve
Schultz and City of Hope president and CEO Robert Stone had over 14.8 million good reasons to be smiling earlier
this month.

City of Hope Fundraising Sets New Record
The National Business Products Industry
Council of the City of Hope hosted another spectacular evening in Chicago earlier
this month, as representatives from just
about every corner of our industry—from
all channels of distribution and from companies drawn from an increasingly diverse
product mix—gathered to honor Steve
Schultz, North American and International
President and COO for GOJO Industries,
as this year’s City of Hope Spirit of Life
honoree.
This year’s campaign once again set a
record, bringing in a remarkable $14.8
million to support the Duarte, California-based hospital and medical research
center and its fight against cancer, diabetes, HIV/Aids and other life threatening
diseases.
Total contributions to City of Hope from
the National Business Products Industry
since the group’s first Spirit of Life gala
in 1983 now stand at over $170 million,
demonstrating an impressive record of
generosity and enabling City of Hope to
accelerate the development of numerous
medical breakthroughs, new therapies
and cures that impact literally over 100
million patients worldwide.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

At the gala, City of Hope president and
CEO Robert Stone spoke of what he
called a “palpable excitement” about the
advances that are being made possible
by the industry’s support.
“You are saving lives every day and is
bringing us closer to our shared vision of
eliminating cancer and diabetes forever,”
Stone said.
Cancer survivor Nicole Schulz brought the
battle against the disease to a personal
level, as she spoke movingly of her own
experiences as a City of Hope patient.
Schulz recounted how she had been admitted to City of Hope with an aggressive form
of leukemia that doctors estimated gave
her only a 3% chance of survival but that
because of therapies developed with the
support of organizations like the National
Business Products Industry, she was now
in remission and able to personally thank
industry members for their generosity.
Next year’s Spirit of Life honoree will be
S.P. Richards president and CEO Rick
Toppin and the initial contributions for his
campaign have already started to come in.
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OPWIL Holds Second Annual Retreat

The Office Products Women in Leadership organization (OPWIL) last month held its 2017
Executive Members’ Retreat.
The event was held at the Evins Mill Conference Center in Smithville, Tennessee and took
as its theme, “EMPOWER!”
The agenda included sessions on improving
communication skills, connection exercises
and empowering each other to achieve success, as well as numerous networking opportunities.
“Being a part of the OPWIL retreat rejuvenated
my spirit and will help me be a better leader,”
commented Tricia Burke, president of Office
Environment Company in Louisville, Kentucky.
“It was well worth the investment of time and
money and on top of all that, it was fun!”
For more information, visit www.opwil.com.

continued on page 38 >>
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When: September 29 - October 1, 2017
Where: Evins Mill Resort in Smithville, TN
Who: OPWIL Executive Members (current & new)
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OPWIL wants you to feel EMPOWERED in your business. Get started by
attending the 2nd Annual OPWIL Retreat and relax, refresh, network and learn
with Women Empowering Women.
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Enjoy fantastic educational sessions, hiking, yoga, bonfires, and more.
Click here to learn more or visit www.opwil.com
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Other Brands
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In 66 years, FireKing has had a 0% fail rate. How do you like them apples?
Yes, we make fireproof cabinets, UL certified to 1700°F, ensuring your
customer’s contents—and, by extension, your reputation—don’t get cooked.

Don’t make an ash of yourself. Choose FireKing.

Made in the USA

Industry news
Office Depot Acquires
Complete Office, Announces
‘Pivot’ to New Technology
Platform
Office Depot, Inc. has acquired Seattle-based independent Complete Office,
including its additional operations in Wisconsin, Idaho and California.
“The acquisition of Complete Office is an
important part of our strategy to strengthen the core business within Office Depot’s
mid-market sized business portfolio of
customers. This company differentiates us
among competitors because of the strong
ties it has established within the local
community, attractive customer base and
diverse offering that includes significant
penetration in cleaning and breakroom and
furniture,” said Steve Calkins, president of
Depot’s Business Solutions Division.

continued from page 36
released next month. Office Depot said
it expects to report a sales decline of between 7-8% for the quarter including store
closures, with a 5-6% decline expected
both in comparable retail store sales and in
sales within its Business Solutions Division.

partners. We remain dedicated to collaborating with HP to deliver that same outstanding experience for both current and
new products as HP continues to expand
into new categories. We sincerely appreciate HP’s recognition for our efforts.”

Supplies Network Named
‘Partner of the Year’ by HP

EPIC Business Essentials
Announces National IPA
Contract Renewal

Hewlett-Packard has named distributor
Supplies Network a 2017 “Partner of the
Year.” The award was announced in Chicago last month at HP Reinvent, the company’s annual forum that brings together
more than 1,400 HP Partners from around
the globe. Supplies Network was recognized in the sub-category of U.S. Supplies
Distributor of the Year.

“The renewal of our contract is a positive
confirmation of the strategic partnership
that National IPA and EPIC Business Essentials has developed over the past several years,” commented EPIC national
sales manager Toby Tobin.

“We intend for Complete Office to stay
true to the local relationships for which
it’s known while adding the power of our
national brand to catapult it to further
growth,” he added.

Added Ken Heckman, SVP, sales and
account management for National IPA,
“The renewal provides a continuation of
a program that delivers outstanding value and world class service to the agencies we serve.”

The dealership will continue to go to market under the Complete Office name and
current senior management will remain
with the company, Complete Office principal Rick Israel indicated.
Also earlier this month, Office Depot acquired CompuCom Systems, an IT services and solutions provider with annual
revenues of over $1 billion.

Greg Welchans (center), president & CMO of Supplies
Network, accepts HP Partner of the Year award from
Stephanie Dismore (left), HP Americas VP and GM and
Christoph Schell (right), HP Americas president.

In announcing the deal, the company said
it is “pivoting the company from a traditional office products retailer to a broader
business services and technology products platform.”

The winning partners are evaluated across
a variety of criteria including innovation,
category leadership across print, PC and
supplier, distributor and re-seller categories. Globally more than 50 partners were
honored.

“Technology is the office supply of the future,” said Office Depot CEO Gerry Smith
in conjunction with the CompuCom acquisition.
The company also issued guidance on its
next quarterly financial results, due to be
OCTOBER 2017

EPIC Business Essentials, the national account joint venture between Independent
Stationers and TriMega, has announced
the annual renewal of its contract with National IPA, formerly known as TCPN. The
contract renewal has an expiration date of
February 2019, completing the fourth year
of a possible five-year contract.

“We’re very grateful for our partnership
with HP,” said Greg Welchans, Supplies
Network president and CMO. “We put
great energy into delivering a world-class
experience to both our OEM and customer
INDEPENDENT DEALER

AOPD Adds MI Dealer Global
Office Solutions, Names PM
Co.’s John Purcell to Advisory
Council
The American Office Products Distributors national and regional accounts dealer
network last month announced the addition of Novi, Michigan-based Global Office Solutions to its membership.
Reuben and Jill Levy are the owners and

continued on page 39 >>
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founders of Global Office Solutions and
will be celebrating their 20th year in business next year.
Mark Leazer, AOPD’s executive director
stated, “AOPD is pleased to welcome
Global Office Solutions as its newest dealer member. Reuben Levy and his team
already have a strategy to pursue larger
regional and national accounts—the type
of business that aligns well with the main
mission of AOPD.”
Separately, AOPD announced the appointment of John Purcell, VP of sales for
PM Company, to its Business Partner Advisory Council.
Purcell, who has over 20 years of industry experience on the manufacturing
side, joins fellow council members Casey
Avent of Smead, Bill Cardone of GoJo,
Barry Lane of Avery and Mike Metchikoff
of OPMA.

ECi Appoints Glenn Kimball
Chief Information Officer

Dealer technology provider ECi Software Solutions has announced the appointment of Glenn Kimball as its Chief
Information Officer. Kimball will lead the
delivery of cloud-based SaaS solutions,
cybersecurity and corporate information
technology operations and be based at
OCTOBER 2017
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ECi’s headquarters in Fort Worth.
Kimball has held technology leadership
positions in a broad range of companies
that includes 7-Eleven, Bank of America, Cambridge Technology Partners,
Citibank, DHL International, eForce, Inc.,
Epsilon Data Management LLC, Hewlett-Packard, Ingersoll-Rand Inc., Textron
Inc., and Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A.
“We welcome Glenn to ECi,” said CTO
Grant Howe. “His ability to deliver business solutions with a fantastic customer
experience will be invaluable as we continue to focus on customer success and
facilitate their journey to the cloud. Glenn
is a seasoned technology executive with a
passion for supporting the entrepreneurial
spirit; we could not be more pleased to
have him on our team.”

Smead Makes ‘Strategic
Investment’ in U Brands
Hastings, Minnesota-based manufacturer Smead last month announced what it
described as a “strategic investment” in
U Brands, makers of a broad range of
stationery and home office products that
includes dry-erase boards, cork boards,
dry-erase calendar boards, dry-erase
markers, magnets, locker accessories
and more.
“Joining forces with U Brands provides
Smead a great opportunity to diversify our
product portfolio and offer a more comprehensive set of solutions to our existing
customer base,” said Smead president
Casey Avent. “It’s an exciting time for
Smead as we leverage the power and reputation of our legacy brand while building
a new future with a dynamic and progressive partner like U Brands.”
“We’re looking forward to the next chapter at Smead, one that allows us to evolve
within our industry while leveraging the
111-year history of our brand,” added
CEO Sharon Avent.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“While we will continue to focus on our
dedicated customers and employee base,
two of the critical success factors of our
business, we are actively identifying new
opportunities to help us expand beyond
our traditional business lines. We’re confident our investment in this strategic partnership with U Brands LLC will ensure
continued growth over the next 100 years
as well,” she said.

Amax Expands
LED Lighting Business
Amax, the developer, manufacturer and
distributor of Bostitch, Stanley, PaperPro,
BLACK+DECKER and PureOptics LED office and lighting products, has announced
its acquisition of Vision Global Media
Group’s LED lighting business unit.
Amax said the transaction will further
position it as a leader in the rapidly expanding LED task lighting market, driving
further growth and increased diversification of revenues, customer base and geography.
Since its inception, Vision Global Media
Group has been a pioneer and recognized
leader in the Canadian LED task lighting
market, developing a wide range of innovative LED task and desk lights for the
home and office, AMAX said.
The acquisition will add over 40 new
products to Amax’s lighting division, PureOptics LED, the company said.
Management of the combined entity will
be based out of Amax headquarters in
East Greenwich, Rhode Island, with distribution operations transitioning to Amax
distribution centers in Warwick, Rhode Island and Ontario. Sales and marketing will
be based in both the U.S. and Toronto.

continued on page 40 >>
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Thirty five Years
and Counting for
Zebra Pen

When Zebra Company expanded to the U.S. market, it took a
much different path. Due to the size and the potential of the U.S.
market, it decided to establish an independent company to market
and sell the Zebra line. Today, the company serves a broad range
of markets with a complete line of writing and creative instruments.

Congratulations are in order for writing instruments manufacturer
Zebra Pen Corp., which recently celebrated its 35th anniversary.
The company was founded in New York City on August 27, 1982,
though its roots go back a whole lot further. The parent company,
Zebra Co. Ltd. of Tokyo, Japan, has operated as a manufacturer
of writing instruments since 1898, when it started out as a maker
of the traditional brush pens used in writing Japanese language
characters.

Chartpak Acquires Fry Paper
Converting Operation
Art and hobby materials and office products manufacturer Chartpak last month
announced it has signed a definitive asset
purchase agreement for selected assets
of the W.G. Fry Corporation, a private label manufacturer of specialty notebooks,
sketchbooks, and boutique papers.

“It’s hard to believe 35 years have passed,” commented .Zebra Pen president Clem Restaino. “Although many things in the
world of office supplies have changed, one thing has remained
constant: the importance to Zebra of the commercial dealer. Our
dealer partnerships over the years have provided a stable base
upon which our business has grown and they will certainly continue to be an important piece of our future success.”

manufacturing capabilities,” said Chartpak president Steven W. Roth.
“This strategic acquisition is a natural expansion of our existing paper converting
operation. W.G. Fry’s core competency
and expertise increases Chartpak’s capabilities and capacities in order to serve the
art material, office products and stationery
market channels,” he added.

The agreement covers Fry’s inventory,
machinery and equipment, intellectual
property and customer base, among other
items.

Clover Opens New Milwaukee
Distribution Center

“We are pleased that W.G. Fry is now a
part of the Chartpak family of brands and

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) has announced the opening of an additional dis-
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tribution center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
The new facility is located at 305 East
Mahn Court, Suite 300, Oak Creek, Wisconsin 53154.
“The opening of our new Milwaukee distribution center is just one of several recent
investments we have made in building our
infrastructure and service capabilities,”
said CIG president Eric Martin. “We are
continuing to evaluate additional opportunities to further ensure we are providing
our customers the best service and support in the industry.”
The new Milwaukee distribution center
will stock CIG’s entire line of supplies and
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parts. The company now has seven distribution centers located
across the U.S. in Illinois, California, Florida, New Jersey, Texas,
Colorado and Wisconsin.

Fellowes Forms New Partnership with
Vanguard Sales Group
Fellowes last month announced its intention to form a new strategic commercial partnership with the Vanguard Sales Group rep
organization.

C-Line Introduces New Vertical Backpack File

Vanguard Sales Group was formed by the recent merger between
the Godfrey Group and W.G. Atherton rep firms. “It is rare to find
a business partner with like goals and culture; we are honored to
partner with Fellowes and look forward to our future together”
commented Vanguard Sales Group principal Nick Aronis.
Under the terms of the partnership, which becomes effective November 1, Vanguard will cover the entire western region including
the mountain states and represent all Fellowes product categories in the IDC and superstore channel.
Fellowes had previously partnered for many years with firms Professional Sales Associates (PSA) and Strategic Sales Associates
(SSA) for representation in the West.
Commented Sam Richardson, VP/GM of Fellowes Americas
Channel, “We are extremely appreciative of the unique and valued partnership we have shared with PSA and SSA. They are
fine rep firms that have provided us decades of support and sustained performance.”

PSA to Represent E.S. Robbins and
Shachihata
C-Line Products has introduced a new Vertical Backpack File designed to keep projects organized and fit easily into a backpack.
The file has s even pockets with six tabbed d ividers that come
with preprinted tab inserts. An extra pocket is located at the
front, with an expanding gusset for additional storage while the
button and elastic closure keeps the file’s c ontents, up t o 400
letter-size sheets, safe and secure.
The Vertical Backpack File retails for $10.31 and comes in an
assortment of colors including green, orange, turquoise, purple
and yellow. For more information, visit www.c-lineproducts.net.

The Professional Sales Associates independent rep firm (PSA)
announced earlier this month it has been appointed representatives for floor protection products manufacturer E.S. Robbins
and Shachihata, makers of XStamper brand custom stamps and
other products, in the thirteen western states.
“We are excited to represent these two fine companies. They
have great people, offer plenty of new and innovative products
and hold great potential for all our customers,” commented PSA
president Bob Enk.

continued on page 42 >>
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ISSA/INTERCLEAN Show Puts Innovation Front and Center
Hot on the heels of the IS-TriMega EPIC event, the 2017 ISSA/INTERCLEAN North America show put the global cleaning industry
on display and then some, with more than 700 exhibitors and some 16,000 attendees from around the world. As in previous years, a
special Innovation Awards program highlighted some of the best and brightest new products. Entries were submitted in five different
categories and here are the winners:

t
Cleaning Agents: Stone Floor Protection
System by 3M Commercial Solutions
Division
3M’s Stone Floor Protection System is designed to provide a
complete solution to restore, protect and maintain the beauty of marble, terrazzo, concrete and other porous stone floors.
Refinish floor surfaces in fewer steps, creating a long-lasting,
high-traction shine that resists scuffs, stains and scratches.

Dispensers: enMotion® Flex Paper Towel u
System by GP PRO u
GP PRO’s enMotion Flex Paper Towel System generates zero
waste thanks to its Empty Roll Auto-Switch Technology that consumes the smallest roll first and allows for 100% utilization of
each roll before it switches to the roll on standby.

t
Equipment: Doodle Skate by Square Scrub
The Doodle Skate baseboard scrubber smoothly rolls on four
non-marking wheels, while scrubbing baseboards at 4100 rpm
and making full pad contact to efficiently deep clean baseboards,
stair risers, tile and grout and more.

continued on page 43 >>
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t
Services & Technology: Business
Intelligence Software by CleanTelligent
Software
CleanTelligent Software’s new Business Intelligence (BI) dashboards are designed to simplify and speed up the collection and
analysis of data to help building service contractors make smarter, data-driven decisions, retain clients and be more competitive.

t
Supplies & Accessories: Self-Cleaning
Surfaces for Travel and Hospitality by
NanoTouch Materials
Specifically designed for travelers and the businesses that cater to them, the TravelWell line of self-cleaning products from
NanoTouch delivers another new differentiator and revenue
stream for dealers serving the travel, hospitality and food service
markets.

ISSA attendees also voted to present several Visitors’ Choice Awards. Winners included the i-mop XXL by i-team Global; the Robotic
Vacuum by Makita USA; the Doodle Skate by Square Scrub; the Spill Mop by Rubbermaid Commercial Products and the Clorox Total
360 System by Clorox Professional Products Company, which also earned Innovation of the Year honors.
Next year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN North America will take place October 29-November 1 in Dallas.
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By Michael Chazin

‘You can’t over hype Amazon; it is here and it’s here to stay.
It is not the 600-pound gorilla in the room;...
continued on page 45 >>
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...it is King Kong.’ George Wood, Greenwood Office Outfitters, speaking at last
month’s EPIC Conference.
No matter where dealers turn these days,
Amazon seems to pop up and they can’t
stop talking about it.

erybody knows who Staples is,” says
Steve Nahmias, principal. “They can buy
business when they need to.” Depot is
a presence but he says they seem to be
struggling. He suggests they will get better, and when they do they will become
more competitive.
“Amazon is diligently learning our industry and that is a concern,” says Nahmias.
They already have name recognition and
built-in credibility with Millennials,” he
says. “They will definitely become our
biggest threat.”
Warren Roberts at Warren’s Office Supplies in Sanford, Maine, says he hasn’t
lost any customers to Amazon but he has
lost sales. “They are definitely picking our
wallet to some extent, particularly when it
comes to technology items,” he says.

Mike Horne
Latson’s Office Solutions
“We are in a rural market about an hour
from Dallas,” says Mike Horne, owner
of Latson’s Office Solutions in Sulphur
Springs, Texas. “The competitor that we
come across the most is Staples, but
they are not my biggest concern.”
Horne says he has a good strategy when
it comes to competing against Staples.
“We know how Staples operates, especially with them not doing the last mile
delivery here anymore,” he says. “In most
cases with Staples accounts it is pretty
easy for us to take them back if we loose
them or get them if they’re a new customers we are going after.”
What worries Horne these days is Amazon. “Right now my biggest concern is
Amazon,” he says. “They have been very
good at disrupting multiple channels and
they have obviously started to go after
our channel.”
In Indianapolis, where Office360 is
based, the biggest competitive threats
are Staples and Office Depot. “EvOCTOBER 2017

Roberts says that large national and
online sellers will buy a piece of business whenever they want it. “They will
lower the pricing on something to such
an extent that we are just not able to be
competitive,” he says. That’s when dealers and their salespeople need to get in
front of customers and explain how what
they offer is different, he contends.

can at least share our story,” says Roberts. “But sometimes even getting the
opportunity is a challenge. People say,
‘Why should I even talk to you? How can
you compete with Staples, W. B. Mason
or Office Depot?’”
One of the best defenses dealers can employ is to make sure their employees are
knowledgeable on both company policies
and product offerings. “The biggest challenge we have,” says Gary Ables, owner
of Ables Land in Tyler, Texas, “is getting
our salespeople to widen the spectrum of
product that they offer.”
Instead of just selling what is in the
catalog, independent salespeople need
to broaden their offerings, he contends.
Ables Land sells safety products along
with JanSan and breakroom “Promotional products is a huge category that we
are just tapping into,” says Ables.

“If we can meet the price, or at least
come close, many times we are okay,”
says Roberts. “But some of the pricing
that we have seen out there, particularly
in the technology area, has been 10-15%
below our cost, so it is hard to even get
close.”

Gary Ables - Ables Land
Can
Conversions
Independents
Be Competitive? Are Tough
Independent dealers are constantly being
compared to their national and online
competition and in the eyes of many
business consumers who don’t know
better, they can never be competitive.
“If we get the opportunity to sit down
one-on-one with a prospect usually we
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Horne and his team at Latson’s normally
run into big-box competition when they’re
prospecting for new business and if a
prospect is not familiar with the dealership
it’s up to the salesperson to communicate
the independent dealer value proposition.
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That typically requires multiple sales
calls and if the customer has not had a
problem with his or her big box supplier,
chances are slim they will switch to a
local business, Horne says.
When that does happen though, it can
be a game changer. “One of my favorite
things is when Staples messes up and
we get a call from a prospect we’ve been
targeting asking us to fix the problem,”
says Horne. “When you save a customer
like that, it builds loyalty.”
“Nothing is more effective than success,”
says Nahmias. He reports that Office360
has done a good job winning market
share from Office Depot and other competitors.
“We have been fortunate to win market
share and gain some high profile large
customers recently,” he says. Those wins
are presented to the entire sales force and
dissected in detail for them. “They see
how we are able to win that business and
just knowing that we are able to do so
makes them more confident.”

Build
Relationships
“At Latson’s we try to encourage all of
our employees to build relationships with
customers,” says Horne. Rather than
limiting purchases to nothing more than a
transactional relationship, employees are
encouraged to become more of a consultant for their customers.
“When you build that relationship it
makes it less likely for a customer to
want to leave you when they find a lower
price on the internet,” he says.
Purchasing agents can spend untold
hours online researching Amazon prices,
says Debi King, president of Economy
Office Supply in Glendale, California.
“That business is not going to appreciate
their employee spending three or four
hours researching prices to save $10,”
she adds. “And by the time they go to
OCTOBER 2017

place the order that pricing may have
changed.”
Horne attempts to teach his employees
never to say a product is out of stock or
is something that the dealership doesn’t
carry. “I try to get them to think beyond
the obvious answer,” he says. “We don’t
just want to help them get a new printer or sell them copy paper. We want to
be their go-to source for whatever they
need.”
He says that one customer recently
asked if Latson’s sold air conditioner
filters. He uses that as an example of
how relationships can support the idea
of being a business consultant. “I would
rather they call me for something I don’t
sell—but that I can probably get for
them—than not to think of me at all.”

Taking Care of
Customers
“The reason independents succeed is
that we take care of our customers,” says
King. “We take care of the credits as well
as the invoices,” she says. “If a customer
needs something special and they need
it immediately, we need to be able to respond to that. Amazon would like to say
they are setting the standards, but I think
if you look at some of their return policies
we can fight them there,” adds King.
“Does Amazon follow up?” she asks.
“Does Amazon ever call a customer and
ask if they are pleased with their purchase? Do they ever say they are sorry
for the delay, and they will fix it so it never
happens again? We do all that and more
every day!”
“One of my favorite questions I ask customers is how Amazon helps them manage their spend,” says Justin Hummel,
CEO at Hummel’s Office Plus, Herkimer,
New York.
His follow up question is how much does

8
Steps
to Becoming
More Competitive
1. M
 eet face-to-face with
customers to explain how your
dealership is different from
national and online sellers.
2. B
 uild relationships and
encourage employees to make
every interaction with customers consultative.
3. E ducate all employees so
they full understand your value
proposition and can communicate your product and service
offerings.
4. P ush your local status—not
just as a supplier—but as a
business enterprise whose employees are concerned about
the community.
5. U
 se the tools offered by manufacturers, your wholesalers
and buying group to improve
your sales and marketing efforts. Work with them to get the
best available pricing.
6. N
 etwork with other dealers
to learn what successful programs you can adapt and put
to work for your own business.
7. Invest in the best technology
you can afford to differentiate
your dealership and improve
your digital presence.
8. N
 urture your sales force and
make sure it operates as a key
differentiator between you and
the competition.
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that customer spend on Amazon, either
quarterly or annually. “And, I ask them,
what is Amazon doing to help you make
sure you are buying the right products at
the right price on a consistent basis,” he
says.

Hummel’s has also taken into consideration that online businesses are far from
the best when it comes to furniture sales.
That strength has led the dealership to
double down on furniture sales. Among
other efforts, it has expanded its sales
force for both furniture and supplies by
as much as 20%.

of a dealer sales force, outside sales and
the personal contact it generates remains
an important growth driver. “We have a
sales force where Amazon and Staples
don’t,” Nahmias points out. “When Staples reduces its sales force, they create
an opportunity for us.”

“We just made a significant investment in
our trucks,” he says. As of October they
are all brand new and equipped with lift
gates. “We can now bring more products
to market faster and more effectively,”
he adds. The goal: To offer white-glove
service for last mile delivery on furniture
orders that provides another key differentiator for Hummel’s against its competition.

Justin Hummel
Hummel’s Office Plus

Full-Service
Standard

The goal at Hummel’s is to try for even
greater differentiation than in the past.
“We are deploying more salespeople
today than we used to,” says Hummel.
“A few years ago, when everybody was
going more digital, I wanted to go more
personal,” he explains.

Office360 takes a full-service approach
to customer interactions as well. “Like
most progressive dealers we have a
superior service proposition,” says Nahmias. That includes customized delivery,
local customer service, excellent field
support and flexibility in paperwork and
accounting reports.

Hummel believes there is a gap in personal interaction and relationship management, not just in sales but in delivery
and customer service as well. Closing
that gap is key, he contends.

“All those factors allow us to exploit the
rigidness that Depot and Staples, and to a
certain extent Amazon, show,” says Nahmias. “We can do a lot of things that they
can’t do, and that is what we lead with.”

“So many details have been built into our
model so that we have multiple touch
point for our customers,” says Hummel.
That structure helps make sure customers receive a high-level experience and
that all of their interactions are successful
and their needs get resolved quickly and
efficiently.

The sales team at Office360 is slowly
evolving, he says. Right now there are 30
outside salespeople and two inside. “The
industry has changed with the Amazon
effect,” Nahmias maintains. “Lots of
customers are better served by an inside
rep, and prospecting in most cases can
be more effective with an inside rep.”

“We want them to feel a real difference
when they use us instead of logging onto
a computer and placing orders,” he adds.
“There needs to be more than that.”

“Talk to me in 10 years and we could
have 15 outside salespeople and 15
inside,” he says. “And we will be handling
more volume.”
No matter what logic determines the size
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Steve Nahmias
Office360

Marketing
Efforts Help
Dealers Stand
Out
At Warren’s Office Supply, sales efforts
are supported by a multi-faceted marketing effort to differentiate what it offers
from big box and online sellers.
“Once the sales rep gets an appointment,
we set up the account in our system and
the driver delivers a welcome package,”
says Roberts. The box includes a ream
of Warren’s branded paper along with
product samples featuring both national
and proprietary brands. Prospects also
get a coffee mug, some cookies and a
bottle of water.
“We try to show that we have a full
offering beyond pens and pencils,” says
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Roberts. When the salesperson goes
in for that initial call he brings in six or
seven branded marketing pieces that describe the different services and product
categories that are available.
Another useful marketing tool is the firm’s
monthly email newsletter. The newsletter
is produced in-house but relies on suppliers for some of the content.
“Our goal is to keep it educational and
informative,” says Roberts. “It is not
really designed to sell product. It is more
to engage customers and prospects and
keep them informed.”
A trivia contest generates interest and a
monthly coupon offers a snack item free
with an online order of $150 or more.

‘Buy Local’
Wins Sales
Dealers frequently include a Buy Local
message with their communications.
It can help differentiate a dealer from a
national competitor but isn’t always an
effective strategy,” says King. “There are
companies where it’s very important and
others who only focus on the bottom line
and nothing else,” says King.
Nahmias reports Buy Local support is
strong in Indiana but it doesn’t always
benefit the independent business person.
Although the state of Indiana and
state-supported universities have a
clause in their RFPs supporting Indiana
business, it doesn’t carry much weight,
he laments. “Staples and Depot both
qualify for ‘Buy Indiana’ because of their
regional stores,” he says.
Buy Local is stronger with smaller
customers and it is an important part of
how Office360 goes to market. “We are
involved in the local community and contribute about 10% of our profits to the
community, either supporting a customer
or supporting a cause with a customer,”
reports Nahmias.
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At Latson’s Office Solutions, Horne suggests that Buy Local no longer seems to
be as important as it once was. “We still
use it when the opportunity presents itself, but we tend to focus on the communities that we operate in. We get involved
in the chambers of commerce, sit on
local boards of directors and get involved
with the school districts,” he says.
He believes that kind of involvement
ultimately pays off and raises the dealership’s profile in the community.
Hummel’s drives the local message hard
and consistently. “That is how we have
run our business for 83 years,” says
Hummel. “We invest in our customers and
reinvest in our communities every day.”
The dealership and its employee are
engaged on loacal boards and through
philanthropy reinvests in its communities.
“Our people are coaches, teachers and
volunteers; it is not simply about writing
a check,” he says. “Customers recognize
the support and when they reciprocate
with their business, there seems to be
some stickiness in the relationship.”
It is harder for Warren’s Office Supply to
use Buy Local messaging as the dealership covers such a large geographic
area. “We market from Bangor, Maine to
Nashua, New Hampshire,” says Roberts.
It takes in excess of three hours to drive
from one end to the other.
“It is difficult to tell someone in Bangor,
160 miles away, that we are the local
dealer,” he says.
Instead, Warren’s emphasizes its status
as an independent, family owned business. “We have several pictures of our
family leadership team that are used on
our web store, on the back cover of our
catalogs and in some of our emails,”
says Roberts.
He says sales efforts make a point of targeting companies that feature Buy Local
messaging in their own communications
and on their vehicles. “For a lot of them,

though, buying local means going to the
closest Staples store,” says Roberts.
Ables says he doesn’t use Buy Local
messages as much as he should but
talked about a recent visit he had with
the CEO of a large grocery chain in Tyler.
Ables Land does some business with the
chain but most of their supplies come
from Office Depot.
He told this CEO that both companies
had the same competition, pointing to
a local Sam’s Club location which sells
both grocery items and office products.
Ables told him that Walmart presents the
same challenge and now, with Amazon’s
purchase of Whole Foods, the grocery
chain could expect even more competition.
“It turned into a very interesting conversation,” says Ables. He believes he
may have made an impact on this CEO’s
thinking, but it is still too early to tell if it
will actually lead to more business.

Amazon’s Feet
on the Street
Most dealers today recognize the Amazon challenge but only a few have actually come up against competition from the
company’s Amazon Business arm.
Hummel reports that he has been in
meetings with customers recently who
have been approached to take a meeting
with one of the 100 Amazon Business
sales representatives who currently call
on enterprise accounts.
“Most of these buyers don’t realize how
much they buy from Amazon, and then all
of a sudden they have a report that shows
it and a sales rep asking them, ‘What else
can we do for you?’” says Hummel.
“We are in the midst of walking accounts
through what they offer and what they do
versus what we offer and what we can
do,” he adds.
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Use These Tools
To stay competitive in these challenging times dealers draw on
a variety of industry resources. “Certainly one of the big things
is networking with other dealers,” says Roberts. Talking to peers
provides the opportunity to see how other successful dealers
find success and
seeing if a similar
approach might
work for Warren’s.
Warren’s is a TriMega member and
Roberts also points
to the resources
that the group provides. “We use the
Meg videos in our
email newsletter,”
he reports.

Warren Roberts - Warren’s Office Supplies

Horne also views technology as a key competitive resource.
“Technology is our biggest challenge as independents—managing it and finding something that is cost effective and competitive with the big guys,” he says. “All independents need to
focus on technology.”
Technology is also one of the most important contributors to the
success of Office360. “We have proprietary front- and back-end
systems that have proven to be a real differentiator and a real
asset, especially with larger customers,” says Nahmias. “We
can customize how they see our online ordering system and
customize their reports, which has really been an advantage.”
Also contributing to the competitiveness of independent dealers
is their ability to buy direct through their groups. “Buying direct
helps us be more competitive,” says Ables.
“Being part of TriMega and utilizing the contracts that TriMega
has negotiated has really helped.” Ables says he still buys a lot
from his wholesaler, but even there he is able to take advantage
of aggressive contracts.
Direct buys at Warren’s not only help maintain competitive pricing but also have had an impact on its business model. Roberts
had just been buying paper direct, but that has changed.

“Our most important relationship is with S.P. Richards,” says
Hummel. He credits S.P. with making it possible for his dealership to offer different product categories including furniture,
safety, facilities and breakroom. “We rely on them heavily in a
strategic relationship,” he says. “Without that partnership our
model would be much different.”

“We now stock about 300 to 350 SKUs compared to four years
ago when we were at 50 SKUs, most of which were just paper
and some coffee,” says Roberts. “We use a lot of our wholesaler’s carton buying program to do that.”

“We need publications like INDEPENDENT DEALER,” says
King. “Sometimes, you think you have taken everything into
account on a topic but then you read about another dealer who
offers a viewpoint that you never considered or challenges you
a bit.” She also says that dealers need to leave themselves
open to new ideas. “Nothing is static in this market place. It is
still evolving.”

In the current business environment, there are few guarantees
other than that competition is likely to get more intense but that
will hardly come as news to most independent dealers.

For Mike Horne and his team at Latson’s Office Solutions, their
most important partnerships are with S.P. Richards and Independent Stationers. “For the last five years, both have been
instrumental in our ability to become more competitive,” says
Horne.
The dealer group has not only has helped him buy smarter
through direct relationships and through its RDC program but
also, through the group’s own partnership with TriMega on EPIC
Business Essentials, strengthened its position on national and
regional accounts. “EPIC has given us the ability to compete at
pricing levels that we couldn’t do on our own,” he says.
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Where the Buck Stops
One way or another, they will find themselves fighting more
online sellers more often and facing demands for more concessions on the pricing and service front from customers and
prospects.
But if the past offers any indication, independents will continue
to find ways to take these challenge in stride and continue to
demonstrate that smaller and local is often a better choice for
customers interested in the best pricing, best service and best
selection.

Michael Chazin is a freelance writer specializing in business topics. He has been
writing about the office supply business for more than 15 years. He can be reached
at mchazin503@comcast.net.
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Connecting
with the
Decision
Maker
By Phil Barnette

Regardless of what you call it—conversion activity, cold calls, warm calls or
prospecting—the primary goal remains
the same: Getting to the person(s) who
make the decisions about whom they purchase from.
And given the fact that the Number One
timewaster for any sales professional is
talking to the wrong person, it is imperative that we always begin the sales process by double checking we are conversing with the right person.
It is equally imperative after working
through the prospecting process and obtaining the opportunity to meet with the
decision maker, that you make the most
of that opportunity. Too few sales professionals, however, spend enough time understanding the behavioral characteristics
of the person they are meeting with so
that they can truly connect.
But, you may ask, “If I’ve never met the
person, how can I determine any of their
behavioral characteristics?” As in all sales
presentations, observations are critical in
making accurate assumptions about your
prospect.
The first goal in truly connecting with
your decision maker is to know yourself.
One valuable resource for achieving that
goal is the DISC Personality Test. The
test measures your Dominance, Influence, Steadiness and Conscientiousness.
When you understand where you personally fall on the DISC scale as an individual, it becomes easier to understand your
prospect or client and truly connect with
them.
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Ask yourself, is your decision maker an
Introvert or an Extrovert? If you feel they
tend to be introverted they traditionally
are an S = Cooperative or a C = Analytical.
Extroverts tend to be D = Direct or an I =
Friendly. All this is important because decision makers will be more receptive to a
sales message when it is delivered in their
primary communication style.
Once you understand their communication preference, use words that will strike
a chord with them. Let’s share a few per
characteristic:
n Words that influence High D’s are:
Control, Power, Authority, Success
and Leader.
n Words that influence High I’s are:
Leader, Freedom from Controls
and Social Recognition.
n Words that influence High S’s are:
Harmony, Closure, Relationships
and Security.
n Words that influence High C’s are:
Procedures, Safety, Quality and
Stability.
If you’re trying to respond to the communication preference of a High D, for example, one of your statements might sound
like: “I understand that you have the Authority, as the Leader of your organization
to make decisions that lead to Success
for your organization.”
When making presentations to a High D,
it’s also important to present an efficient,
no-nonsense, all-business presentation.
High D’s are looking for key points and they
want you to get to the bottom line quickly.
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High I’s, in contrast, prefer to engage in
friendly conversations and to socialize.
Your calls may be lengthy. Do not get
overly detailed as this decisions maker
does not want to hear them.
High S’s will want to take it slow and easy.
Be ready to provide proof and statistics
and earn their trust by talking about family
and hobbies.
High C’s need time to make a decision
and also need proof, background information and proven results before making
a decision. Don’t rush your presentation
but don’t waste their time with small talk.
Understanding the behavioral characteristics of the decision makers you pitch to
and responding to those characteristics
can be a critical success factor for any
sales professional.
The old Golden Rule was: “Treat others
as you would like to be treated.” May we
suggest a new version: “Treat others as
THEY would like to be treated!”
Learn about yourself and the decision
makers you encounter and you will not
only separate yourself from the mainstream of sales associates but you will
also win consistently and with confidence.
Phil Barnette is a veteran sales and sales
management coach/trainer/consultant with
IDGrowth Solutions who is dedicated to providing
best in class sales and sales management training
and development to the independent reseller
community. For more information, contact Phil at
Phil@KCoaching.com.
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What Makes
a Great Sales
Leader?
By Troy Harrison
I have been blessed in my career with the opportunity to work with a number of truly great sales leaders—people who through the characteristics
they possess are able to drive sales and profits to levels that others can
only dream about. This comes through regardless of whether they are frontline salespeople, managers or even business owners.
Recently, I’ve worked with three different leaders whose companies could
not be more diverse. One is a $100 million regional powerhouse that is now
expanding outside its region for the first time; one is a $10 million company
that has just taken on new territory and is poised to double its volume in the
next three years, and one is a solopreneur whose growth has been steady
and consistent for more than a decade.
Despite the differences in their companies, these three people have much in
common, not only with each other but with all of the great sales leaders I’ve
known. Here are what I’ve found to be the major characteristics shared by
the great sales leaders I’ve met:
1. Focus. Great sales leaders, at any level, have a degree of focus
that borders on the fanatical. They have a well-defined sense of
who they are and what their business is, as well as what value they
contribute to customers.
	Once they find a process that succeeds, they execute it faithfully
and expect the same from their employees. This doesn’t mean that
they never deviate or change—as we’ll discuss shortly—but when
they do, it’s part of a well thought out plan. In other words, they
don’t chase shiny objects. Colonel Sanders might have cooked one
heck of a cheeseburger, but we’ll never know because his focus
was on frying chicken!

continued on page 52 >>
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What makes great sales leaders?
2. W
 illingness to do the hard work. Building and
growing a business or a sales territory isn’t easy. It’s
hard work—mentally, physically or both—and it simply
isn’t for everyone. The great sales leader recognizes
this and doesn’t shy from the hard work, either as a
producer or a manager. Great sales leaders recognize
that the “easy” button is a myth, so they don’t look for
it. They do continue to try to improve their skills, ratios
or results, but they don’t get distracted looking for getrich-quick methods. When all else fails, you’ll see this
leader working the fundamentals and getting results.
3. T
 hey don’t take shortcuts. As motivational speaker Dave Ramsey says, “There are no shortcuts to
anyplace worth going.” As a motorcycle rider, I might
disagree—I’ve found some pretty nifty routes—but as a
business owner and operator, I completely agree. Too
often, salespeople and managers try to find ways to
shortcut a month or two and end up setting themselves
back a year or more.
	My favorite example of this is the “industry experience
hire.” “Troy,” they say, “we don’t have time to teach
someone our business so we have to hire someone who
already knows it.” This predicts a bad hire somewhere
around 90% of the time, because the good people in
the industry are taken care of and happy at their current
jobs. In trying to shortcut a couple of months of learning
curve, these companies set themselves back a year or
more by making a bad hire that results in turnover.
4. T
 hey put people in a position to succeed. This,
again, is true for both producers and for managers.
The best sales producers always create opportunities for success for their customers, their co-workers,
their referral partners and others that they touch. The
successful business owner puts employees in the right
place for success.
	For instance, great sales leaders rarely have the “selling
sales manager” role in their company and if they do, it’s
a temporary bridge to growing the sales force enough to
have a dedicated sales manager.
	The selling sales manager cannot succeed in both roles
because every day, he or she must decide whether or
not to sell or to develop the people under their wing.
Usually the decision is to sell, and their people get
short-changed.
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5. T
 hey constantly learn, develop and evolve. I’ve
said it before and I’ll say it again: The successful salesperson of the next 20 years won’t look, feel or sound
much like the successful one of the last 20 years.
Those who want to succeed must learn and evolve.
	The best sales leaders are always trying to improve their
skills and update their techniques to match or lead the
market. While the successful sales leader requires focus
(as above), that doesn’t mean that they don’t change.
It means that their change is well thought out and well
planned, not just the whim of a moment.
Having identified those characteristics, let’s (quickly) identify a
few characteristics of the, let’s say, “not so great” sales leader.
1. THEY MAKE IT ALL ABOUT THEMSELVES.
Egomaniacs are lousy leaders. If your speeches to
the troops are all about you instead of all about them,
it’s time to let someone else make that speech. Worst
example: I once watched a company CEO who was
speaking to 100 sales reps stop his speech to take a
cell phone call from a golf buddy.
2. THEY CHASE SHINY OBJECTS. Salespeople want
to feel there is a steady hand on the rudder. If there’s
not, there’s a problem. If you’re constantly changing
your approach, the problem might not be with the old
approach. It might be that you don’t do anything long
enough to let it work.
3. THEY LOOK FOR THE “EASY” BUTTON. So many
salespeople and business owners believe that there’s
a button marked “easy” and if they can just find it and
push it, then that whole “hard work” thing goes down
the drain. Helpful hint: The button doesn’t exist.
The good news is that anyone can change and anyone can
learn. If you don’t think the top five characteristics of a sales
leader fit you, start thinking about how you can make them fit
you and how you can implement the principles of successful
sales leadership in your own career.
Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean It!” and “The Pocket Sales
Manager” and a speaker, consultant and sales navigator who helps companies build
more profitable and productive sales forces. To schedule a free 45-minute Sales
Strategy Review, call 913-645-3603 or e-mail Troy@TroyHarrison.com.
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H I R I N G A N D R E TA I N I N G G O O D P E O P L E

Part TWO: Retaining
By Calvin Johnson

As we noted last month, the hiring process at my dealership, Lykki Office Supplies in Coquitlam, British Columbia, is
lengthy and demanding. And how we
keep great employees once we find them
is no less so.
In fact, retention efforts at Lykki start from
the moment a potential new hire reads the
job ad and it continues all the way through
their time with us.
There’s a simple reason for that: When you
lose an experienced employee and have
to find a replacement, some estimates say
the cost of finding them and getting them
up to speed, depending on the position,
could be as much as two years’ worth of
salary.
If that fact alone doesn’t motivate you to
put in place an effective employee retention effort, you may as well head for the
golf course right now!
So when Lykki hires a new employee,
what happens?
We open with a two-part onboarding process. Part One focuses on some of the
things we want everyone at Lykki to share:
our mission, vision and values.
We want to get everyone on the same
page and embracing our philosophy of
treating both our external and internal
customers properly.
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A new hire’s first few days are critically important. That’s when they are absorbing
everything they see and hear and building a sense of our vibe as a company and
how we expect them to act.
To start them on building strong relationships with the rest of our team, we typically buddy them up with one of our veteran
employees. They also spend time in their
first weeks with us working in all our different departments.
They get to ride along with the drivers,
work the night shift and pick orders, help
out in our finance department and so on.
That way, they get to appreciate the challenges their teammates in our dealership
face so that hopefully, we avoid any finger-pointing further down the road when
the inevitable problem or two arises.
The second part of our onboarding process is job-specific. There, the goal is to
dig into the elements of the new employee’s job and highlight what’s important
and why. That usually involves a lot of
conversations on topics that we usually
never bring up in training again—the type
of customers we serve, the core elements
of our brand, our “Customer is always
right” philosophy, etc.
Also as part of our onboarding process,
we make it clear to all new employees
that they have the ability to use their best
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judgement and make any decision they
think is right to take care of the customer.
We may not always agree with that decision but if that happens, it’s not a problem
for the employee; we and they learn from
it and we move on.
Another key component of our retention
effort is making sure everybody at our
dealership feels that they know what’s
happening at the company and that they
have a voice in shaping its future.
We put a huge effort into internal communications. Every department has its own
daily huddle, where members get together for five minutes or so to share good
news and new opportunities, discuss barriers to success and identify the day’s top
priorities.
Every Monday, we also hold a companywide huddle. During that time, we make
the rounds of every department and get
updates on their activities. The goal: to
make sure everyone knows what’s going
on at the dealership at any given time.
Our weekly huddle also provides a good
opportunity to share good news company-wide and hand out kudos to team
members who have done a good job the
week before, particularly if it involves
helping people in other departments.

continued on page 54 >>
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part two: retaining...
We share a lot of numbers at our weekly
huddle. Lykki is not a totally Open Book
company but we make sure our people
have a solid understanding of where we
stand with key metrics like sales, A/P and
A/R and so on.
Our onboarding process and our ongoing communications efforts take time and
energy but we believe they’re absolutely
essential to our continued growth and
prosperity.
If we’re doing our job right on the hiring
and retention front, there’s no reason why
our people won’t stay ten years or more.
We take great pride in the fact that our average length of service is currently running
8-9 years and we have some people who
have been with us much longer than that.
That kind of longevity translates into some
impressive business benefits. We first
started working in earnest about five years
ago on building a culture based on communications, strong relationships internally

continued from page 53

and generating happiness and ownership.
Results since then have been nothing short
of fantastic, with annual growth in the 1013% range accompanied by a steady reduction in our total headcount.
Some of that is due to an increased investment in technology and a dramatic
increase in our online sales but none of it
would have happened without the commitment and hard work of our people.
The numbers speak for themselves: Five
years ago, our headcount stood at around
45; today it’s down to about 30. We once
had eight people in customer service;
now we have three. We had four people
in finance; now we have two. We had four
people in purchasing; now we have three.
It may sound like a paradox but it’s true
nonetheless: We would not have been
able to reduce headcount the way we
have over the past five years without a
strong retention program that has allowed
us to keep the people we really want to

keep.
And as for next steps?
After our own experiences over the past
five years, we now have a vision to transform Lykki into a team of subject matter
experts on building positive cultures and
happy workplaces.
I see a great opportunity for us to share
what we’ve learned and practiced internally at Lykki with our customers and really take our relationship with them to the
next level. Hopefully, in a year or two, I’ll
be writing about how we did that. Meanwhile, I’ve got to go. It’s time to get back
out in the market and sell some more
pens and pencils!

Calvin Johnson is owner and chief energizing
officer at Lykki Office Supplies in Coquitlam, British
Columbia, just outside of Vancouver.

Looking to Strengthen Your Industry
Knowledge? Join a NOPA Committee Today!
Committee members play a vital role in driving
the organization's future and in ensuring a
stronger tomorrow for Independent Dealers.

What committees exist?

• The Advocacy Committee
• The Benchmarking Committee
• The Education Committee
• The Finance Committee
• The Nominating Committee
• The Scholarship Committee, and many more!

Find out more by visiting www.nopanet.org!
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Industry Turmoil: It’s Your Time to Thrive!
By Terry Walker

The office products world has certainly
been seeing its share of turmoil and chaos
in recent months. Should you worry? No.
For the independent dealer, this is your
time to thrive—a valuable window of opportunity to get ready for what’s coming
next.
What’s causing all the industry turmoil?
Lots of changes are coming: Amazon is
ramping up to focus on the mid-market
segment and move beyond B2C towards
B2B. Office Depot is retrenching after trying to buy Staples’ retail business. Staples
is going private, which certainly will lead
to closings or sale of their retail stores and
to an increased B2B acquisition focus.
You must take advantage of this opportunity. Now is the time for you to refocus
and improve your plan to retain existing
key customers and acquire new ones.
Here is a short checklist for areas of your
business you should review to grow your
sales and profitability:
Customers: Do you really know your customers? For example, have you implemented contact software such as Acsellerate, Sales-I or Sales Force to collect key
information on customers to allow you to
understand each customer’s potential?
What products are you not selling to them
that you could and should sell?
Pricing: What do you really know about
your pricing programs and how well they
grow and retain each customer? Review
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pricing for customers of similar type and
size. Start studying pricing on your noncore items and adjust now to be both
competitive and profitable.
Sales compensation: Is your compensation
plan aligned with where you want to take
your company? Most independent dealers’ compensation plans are based on a
flat or tiered percentage of GP. Instead,
consider which sales categories can grow
your business and adjust your compensation plan accordingly. Properly managed,
compensation can be a valuable tool to
help you reach your long-term strategy
and goals.
Sales representatives: Do you have the right
representatives assigned to the right customers? Do you have representatives with
one or two key customers and no new
customers? Can the rep replace one of
these key accounts? Align reps with the
accounts they can both farm and replace.
Sales leadership: Do you have the right
leader to identify, plan and implement the
adjustments necessary to help your business get ready for what’s coming next?
Do you have a repeatable sales process?
If not, consider hiring outside expertise (or
perhaps it’s time for change of management).
Acquisitions: Before you buy a business,
you need to ask yourself whether your
own business is growing and whether the
targeted acquisition is growing. If you arINDEPENDENT DEALER

en’t growing, and your potential acquisition isn’t either, why are you buying them?
Most acquired companies’ sales drop
15-25% post-close. Add that to any negative growth in your own business today
and you could take a large hit post-acquisition. If you’re an acquirer, you need
to have a growth plan for the combined
organization pre-close.
So far we’ve been focusing mostly on
customers and sales, but you should
also review your online customer toolbox,
marketing and operations. Now is your
chance to make any needed adjustments.
Today’s business environment is providing
you with a short pause while your competition is distracted. Now is your chance
to build a new strategic plan and execute
needed changes as soon as possible, before the competition moves back into full
execution mode.
You have only a limited window of opportunity but the good news, with the right
energy and commitment, is that your
business is small enough to be agile and
quickly take advantage of it.
Terry Walker founded Success Rules consulting after
a 33-year career in the office products industry that
included senior sales and management positions with
Staples Business Advantage, Prime Office Products,
ECI Software Solutions and Millers Office Products.
At Success Rules, his work focuses primarily on
dealer sales processes, margins, profitability, strategy
and tactics. He can be contacted via email at
TLWalkersmail@gmail.com or call 703.966.5700.
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THE POWER OF

Piggybacks
By Tom Buxton

What on earth is a piggyback and why
should you waste your time reading about
it?
In answer to your question let me ask another: Do state and local governments
generally have money to spend even in
times when commercial businesses might
be struggling?
Of course they do. Our tax dollars are a
constant (and often growing): source of
security for government budgets and piggyback contracts help independent dealers keep those dollars within their own
communities.
Piggybacks can also:
• Enable your dealership to avoid bids
for your current accounts. Because
piggyback contracts are nationally
vetted, purchasing folks are often
willing to order through them instead
of testing the waters on their own
every few years.
• Allow you to access lower net prices
from the wholesalers and certain
vendors like Hewlett-Packard
which make your company more
competitive when it comes to selling
to cities, counties and other not-forprofit entities.
• Ensure that you retain local control
over pricing and delivery in most
cases. (Check with your piggyback
partner to understand their specific
rules.)
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• Improve your company’s status in the
community, because you represent
an organization with national scope
and capabilities.

contract, Office Depot with its NIPA contract and State of Florida contract and
Amazon with its U.S. Communities contract.

• Give your company access to
reasonable profits for the products
and services you provide while still
retaining the ability to offer your
customers competitive pricing.

I could go through each of our large
competitors’ contracts to discuss their
strengths and weaknesses but they are
selling over a billion dollars through these
piggybacks, so there can be no doubt that
they are being successful.

Thanks to piggyback contracts, independent dealers today are selling multiple millions of dollars to states, cities, counties,
churches and other nonprofits. And their
share of the market is growing.
A little over five years ago AOPD had no
business with NCPA and very little sales
with any other piggyback. Fast forward to
July of 2017 and we were awarded a new
three-year contract with five renewable
years with NCPA as a result of our dealers’ successes with the prior contract.
To be fair, I should mention that there are
other piggybacks besides NCPA/AOPD
that are available to independent dealers. EPIC Business Essentials provides
its members access to its National IPA
(formerly TCPN) contract. I am confident
that they are also growing their business
against the national players too because
even non-profit entities are beginning to
value local service. You can contact them
at: www.epicbusinessessentials.com
AOPD competes with EPIC, but I am sure
that they would agree that our biggest
competitors are Staples with its NJPA
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At the same time, piggyback contract
sales among independent dealers who
use them are exploding, so be assured
that this arena is an excellent place to
compete with the big guys.
Are you missing out? Would you like a
way to stop bids for your current accounts
before they occur or win new business by
using a nationally vetted contract?
If you answered yes to any of these questions feel free to contact EPIC at the address listed above or anyone, including
myself, at www.aopd.com. Now is the
best opportunity in recent history to retain
current business and grow new business
in the not-for-profit space. Let’s go for it!

In addition to serving as national sales manager
for AOPD, Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the
InterBizGroup consulting organization, works with
independent office products dealers to help increase
sales and profitability. A regular contributor to
INDEPENDENT DEALER for many years, Tom took
some time off to work on his new book, “Dating the
Gatekeeper,” now available from various booksellers.
For more information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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